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People dream typically two hours every evening. With a lot of space to create and draw, guided prompts
and checkboxes to greatly help desire recall, and fun information sprinkled throughout, Strange Dreams
invites users to take time to value the fascinating and elusive world of dreams. In a lifetime, which can be
years of dreaming!
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I like dreams and dreaming. Initially I thought it might ask slightly different questions on different
webpages, but, aside from the illustrations, it repeats the same set of two pages throughout the book. For
instance, what I had consumed or drank before bed is definitely something that I hardly ever had
considered that would've interfered with my dreams. I have already recommended this to so many
people.Having these types of concerns in a journal like setting up, is nice. I looked at another couple
choices, as there are many dream journal products, but the questions in this one were what marketed me.).
It provides quirky black and white illustrations of conversations and factual statements about dreams
scattered throughout; they enhance the general feel of it. I also finished up coloring among the intro
pages with markers. Cool method to journal dreams though. I started my very own dream journal out of
notebook, but this journal makes it 10x's better because, it adds a few details i never had even thought of.
cool book Pretty awesome book. It creates me think of my dreams from a different point of view. The
illustrations are lovely and retro, and the reserve itself is sturdy.The only real drawback is that I end up
running out of space to describe the dream. Composing smaller would likely solve this. Also, there isn't a
section for interpreting the wish;One thing I did so not fully realize ahead of purchasing this journal is
certainly that by recording your dreams you have a tendency to start remembering them more regularly.
Additionally, the journal offers quite a few webpages. I expect mine to last at least a year. I doubt I'd end

up using one, as I just enjoy writing them down and flipping back again through old types, but this might
make a difference to others and another item I considered had a space for this purpose. After I began
using this I noticed that I really enjoy writing dreams down, and now when I awaken from a fantasy I
recall I'm excited to fill out another set of webpages. It feels really innovative! Of course, it has just been
my own experience. You might want to research this factor a bit initial if that is your sole purpose for
buying this product/recording dreams (or use this as an experiment! A Dreamy Journal I've really been
enjoying this journal! Received this promptly and it's precisely what I expected. I got this simply because a
birthday gift for my little ... I got this simply because a birthday gift for my small brother and he loves it!
The drawings are adorable and surreal and the questions are through. I was afraid this may get old, but
truthfully I think the questions are well chosen, and it can help me recognize and narrow in on essential
aspects of the dreams. I've some incredibly vivid dreams and my hubby is so tired of hearing them. It's a
great way to outline dreams by means of lists, images, and styles. Bought three so I could provide two as
presents. I think it is really enjoyable to write in, and I question others, especially those with just lined
pages, would have the same appeal to me. Good buy. I already used it this morning, cool stuff. Supposed to
be new yet mine was slightly damaged. I'm not sure if it had been intentional, but it seemed a little bit like
it was meant to be colored.I really do not have a tendency to leave testimonials, but I returned to this
page with the intention of purchasing a second as something special for a friend. Only a lil bummed 'trigger
it was slightly damaged (see pictures). Great Gifts These are great present books for close friends who
write/preserve journals. Cute! For extremely detailed dreamers like myself, even more space to create out
the desire itself would be great but it happens to be a great journal. Its ... Cute! The novelty wore off
quickly though. Dream on Best way to arrange all your crazy dreams Four Stars oddly addicting Perfect
Dream Journal After shopping for a dream journal We choose this one. This journal is completely amazing.
I've some extremely vivid dreams and my ... This journal is absolutely amazing. It's not a really "journal"
there isn't alot of space for composing on each page. I really like the way the journal has therefore many
focus points in it to assist you have the ability to accurately jot down your dreams. Or if my dream was in
color or dark and white. Cute book, faint printing Nice little book but theee stars only because the type is

normally printed in an exceedingly light color that’s hard to discover when I’ve just woken up, especially in
dim light or without glasses. Would probably be ok for a more youthful person with better eye. Its hard to
record dreams every night. Love all the questions and different sections to describe what happened. Overall
it's not quite what I expectes, but it's really wonderful in its right. I really like the creativity of the



guided questions I really like the creativity of the guided questions. The novelty wore off quickly though.
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